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Welcome to the last Newsletter of 2018. What a busy 
term it has been, at Bow, with much achieved by the 
staff and our wonderful students.  
 
Is it just me, or has the weather taken a distinctively 
wintery turn since the last edition of this Newsletter? 
Our students are certainly arriving to school, each 
morning, wrapped up warm against the elements! 
 
I’m sure that you, like me, are looking forward to the 
upcoming festive season and to spending some well-
earned time with family and friends.  
 
As the last few days of term approach my thoughts turn to the successes achieved over the last year and, in 
particular, to preparing for this week’s upcoming Upper School Celebration of Achievement evening. Truly one 
of the highlights of the year!  At this special event we will celebrate the outstanding learning and progress of 
students in Y11 to Y13, as well as recognising the special contribution made by our Prefect Team and our 
outstanding Head Boy and Head Girl. 
 
Speaking of success, I had the absolute pleasure last week of attending our annual dance production, this year 
entitled “Dance around the World”. I, along with the audience of parents and staff, were treated to a tour of the 
globe and got to experience a little of each country we visited through dance. It was a brilliant show and 
demonstrated, once again, the increasing quality to be found in the performing arts at the school. A timely 
reminder of the importance of the arts in the curriculum.  My thanks to all of the staff and students involved.  
 
Another key feature of life at Bow is the willingness of the staff and students to give back to others more 
fortunate than themselves. In the last week, our communal lunch for Crisis at Christmas raised over £250. This 
means that at least 10 homeless people will have a warm-bed, hot food and a roof over their head this 
Christmas. A further £350 was made through ticket sales for “Dance around the World” which will be donated to 
one of our house charities – WaterAid.  
 
Finally, a thank you. This has, as I wrote earlier, been a very busy term. As well as the planned curriculum there 
has been, of course, an extensive BowExtra! enrichment offer available for students. I remain indebted to all 
those who work to support the school including our talented staff, committed partners and, of course, the 
parents of our students. We really couldn’t do it without the support of all of these people. I extend my thanks 
to you all for all you have done and continue doing to support our drive to ‘demand more’ of our students to 
drive Bow forward to even greater heights.  
 
My best wishes for a peaceful festive season.  

  

14
th

 December  2018 

MESSAGE FROM THE HEADTEACHER DANNY LYE 
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KEY DATES 

 
DECEMBER 2018 
               19                 UPPER SCHOOL CELEBRATION OF ACHIEVEMENT EVENING 17.30-19.00  

                               (YEAR 11 & KS5 ) - REFRESHMENTS  AVAILABLE FROM 17.00) 
21 LAST DAY OF AUTUMN TERM (SCHOOL CLOSES AT 12 NOON) 

 

22 DECEMBER TO 6 JANUARY INCLUSIVE – CHRISTMAS BREAK 

JANUARY 2019 
                 7                    STUDENTS RETURN TO SCHOOL 
               22                    PARENTS FORUM 09.15-10.15 
               28                    DROP DAY 

 

 
 

 
 
Feminism Conference - Saturday 17th November 
 
It was a day of commitment and activism, when students from Bow School gave up their time on a Saturday to 
spend the day being empowered and celebrating women and girls at the annual Feminism Conference at 
Deptford Green School.  A fantastic Conference with inspiring speakers, panel discussion and an array of 
interesting and highly engaging workshops. We were spoilt for choice!   
 
Students participated in a range of workshops from: 
 

 Monster Confidence - ‘Presenting with Confidence’ 
 The Bystanders Project - ‘Challenging Sexual Harassment’  
 The Big Art HERstory Project - exploring Feminist, Art and powerful women  
 The Bold Voices Project - exploring feminism and cultural differences where students discussed and 

debated the French ban on the burka and niqab. Students also explored toxic masculinity in schools.  
 There were a number of interactive sessions that explored the importance of intersectionality and 

working together.  
 Students also looked at body image: where our beliefs about ‘acceptable bodies’ comes from, the impact 

they have, and what we can do about it.  
 
A highly informative and inspiring day! 
 

WOMEN’S EDUCATION NOVEMBER 2018          MS RAHMAN 
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I.T Girls Allowed – Friday 23rd November 
 
Y8 and Y9 girls were invited to Barclay’s Headquarters in Canary Wharf for the I.T Girls Allowed event.  
Nationally, year on year, fewer children are choosing I.T as a GSCE subject, which is having a direct impact on the 
number of young people choosing a career in I.T when they leave education. This is a challenge that affects both 
sexes, but is particularly prevalent in girls.  
 
Although girls outperform boys in the majority of STEM subjects at GCSE level, the number of young women 
choosing to study STEM at A-levels, and at university, falls significantly behind that of their male counterparts. 
Just 8.5% of the engineers in the UK are women and 62% of 11-21 year-old girls believe STEM is just for boys. 
Such inaccurate perceptions hold girls back from considering a future in the technology industry. 
 
The I.T Girls Allowed event was designed to inspire KS3 girls to consider I.T. as one of their subjects for GCSE, 
and possibly even a career. It was amazing to see how well the students from Bow School demonstrated a really 
good working knowledge and confidence when it came to I.T. They confidently deciphered encryption in the 
Cryptology sessions and also successfully coded – allowing a robot to take instructions.  
 
Our students came 1st and 2nd in the ‘Design a Future’ activity, with the 1st prize winner receiving an Amazon Fire 
7 Tablet.   
 
Well done girls!  
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Rising to the Challenge & Celebrating Success – The Bow Way 
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On 2nd July this year, one of our musically talented Year 10’s was selected by the Music Department to 
represent the school in a short film by filmmaker Kelvin Murray. The film featured 20 pupils from schools across 
London, and used the music to the 'Peter Gunn' theme to feature them all practicing in their natural habitats.  
 
The film will be used as promotional material for the filmmaker.   
  
 

 

 

Our musically talented student was professional throughout …. and sounds great on the finished film entitled 'All 

For The Love Of Music'! 

Information on the filmmaker can be found at:  www.kelvinmurray.com  

 
Rising to the Challenge – The Bow Way 

 
 
 
 
 

ALL FOR THE LOVE OF MUSIC!                          MR BOURNE 
 

http://www.kelvinmurray.com/
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Our Year 11 Design. Engineer. Construct! students greeted 2 sets of visitors to Bow School on 10th and 12th 
December. The students watched a presentation about the world of Building Information Modelling and were 
assisted in developing their building designs using industry standard technology. They then presented their ideas 
to an audience of professionals to gain further support and advice on the Wednesday.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Learning from Every Situation – The Bow Way 
 

 
 

On the 5th, 6th and 7th December a group of Year 7 students were given an exciting opportunity to be part of a 
workshop with design makers from Space Studio. 
  
Through the project “Bow Power”, Year 7 students have been learning about both plants and technology 
through Creative Technology workshops with creative technologists Emilie Giles, Liat Wassershtrom and 
Ani Passarelli. Not only have they been learning to code and build circuits which create sound and flash LEDs, 
they have also learnt how to create sensors which detect a plant’s water level and flash an LED when they need 
a drink! The plants having their levels detected are all herbs and will be used in a meal with a local older 
residents group: The Geezers. The young people will pass their plants to the group for nurturing in preparation 
for this.  
 

DESIGN, ENGINEER, CONSTRUCT! PROFESSIONALS SESSIONS        MS JOHNSON 

 

DESIGN TECHNOLOGY SPACE STUDIOS PROJECT                MS JOHNSON 
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The workshops aim to bring closed-loop cycles to life in a school and home environment as well as embracing 
hacking culture.  
 
The project forms the 11th edition of People Power - SPACE's innovative school-centred art and technology 
programme that strikes a creative spark, bringing STEM topics alive. 

 
 

Learning from Every Situation – The Bow Way 
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LITERACY AT BOW                                                                                        MS TSIERKEZOU 
<tsierkezouc@bow-school.org.uk> 
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Abigail Adams, the First Lady of the USA 

She was born in a town, Weymouth, on a beautiful day 

When she grew up, she found love at first sight 

His name was John Adams and he brightened her night. 

 

In 1762 the couple were engaged 

They were finally married (1763) and haughty of what family they made 

Abigail and John had six children that day 

But the 2 girls died as it was common in such a way. 

 

In 1768 the family had moved 

Their lives were intense as they didn’t know what to do! 

Later in 1775, war had struck 

With John away, Abigail was sad and alone 

During that time, she made lots of decisions and sent over 1,000 letters to John 

Now we know what it must have felt like as the war was long. 

  

In 1788 John was elected Vice President under President George Washington. 

Sooner than later, George and Abigail were good friends. 

And in 1796, John was President and Abigail was the First Lady. 

She had strong opinions and was against slavery. 

  

Then Abigail and John started to retire 

They were very happy together and had their desire 

But sadly she died of Typhoid Fever in 1818. 

We’ll all remember her as she was the First Lady of the USA. 

 

She never lived to see her son John Quincy Adams become President 

Who Was Abigail Adams 


